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Although Planck data supports the standard CDM model, it still allows for the presence of Dark
Radiation corresponding up to about half an extra standard neutrino species. We propose a scenario
for obtaining a fractional “effective neutrino species” from a thermally produced particle which decays
into a much lighter stable relic plus standard fermions. At lifetimes much longer than ∼ 1 s, both the relic
particles and the non-thermal neutrino component contribute to Dark Radiation. By increasing the stable-
to-unstable particle mass ratio, the relic particle no longer acts as Dark Radiation but instead becomes
a candidate for Warm Dark Matter with mass O(1 keV–100 GeV). In both cases it is possible to address
the lithium problem.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The recently announced ﬁrst cosmological Planck results [1]
herald a new era in cosmology in which the standard CDM
model can be tested to high precision. For example, Planck re-
sults [1] combined with WMAP polarisation and other CMB data
measure the excess of radiation at recombination to be, in units of
neutrino species,
NPlanckeff = 3.36± 0.34, (1)
assuming a standard value of the primordial helium abundance.
This result supports the standard CDM model while not exclud-
ing the possibility of an extra radiation component, so-called Dark
Radiation (DR), beyond the standard one. Indeed, when the Planck
data are combined with the Hubble constant H0 measurement
from astrophysical data sets, in particular from the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST), the best-ﬁt value increases to
NPlanckeff = 3.62± 0.25, (2)
which amounts to a 2.3σ signal for DR. This shows that scenar-
ios beyond the traditional (one fully thermalised) sterile neutrino
hypothesis, in which a fractional “effective neutrino species” can
emerge, are not excluded by Planck results and may even be mildly
favoured by some data sets.1
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2013.06.003In this Letter, motivated by the above considerations, we shall
propose a scenario for obtaining a fractional “effective neutrino
species” from a thermally produced particle which decays into a
much lighter stable relic plus a non-thermal active neutrino com-
ponent. On the other hand, by increasing the stable-to-unstable
particle mass ratio to O(0.1), the stable relic no longer acts as
Dark Radiation but instead becomes a candidate for Warm Dark
Matter (WDM). Thus our scenario is ﬂexible enough to account for
either DR or WDM (but not both at the same time). Interestingly, in
both cases it is possible to address the lithium problem. However,
before discussing details of our scenario, it is worth recalling some
general constraints on new physics beyond the standard CDM
model. Although well known, they are worth recalling at this point
since they provide important constraints on our scenario.
Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) is the most traditional cos-
mological probe of new physics [6]. Non-standard BBN effects
have been extensively studied within scenarios producing modi-
ﬁcations of the neutrino content compared to the Standard Model
(SM) [7] such as a massive (mν = O(10 MeV)) decaying ordinary
neutrino, now excluded by neutrino oscillation experiments [8],
or active–sterile neutrino oscillations [3]. On the other hand,
the inclusion of ordinary neutrino oscillations does not produce
any modiﬁcation to the standard scenario, in particular the SM
value NSMeff  3.046 does not change [9]. Scenarios where massive
oscillations, beyond a full sterile neutrino thermalisation, fractional “effective neu-
trino species” can be obtained [3] and in this case the Planck data impose stringent
constraints on the mixing parameters that seem to indicate a strong tension with
the short-baseline hints [4]. A traditional solution, though diﬃcult to justify, is to
assume large initial lepton asymmetries suppressing the mixing [5].
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dances after nucleosynthesis have also been extensively investi-
gated [10].
However, the possibility to test non-standard BBN effects is
greatly limited by systematic uncertainties in the determination
of the primordial nuclear abundances [11]. The discovery of the
acoustic peaks in the power spectrum of CMB anisotropies has
opened new opportunities to probe non-standard effects with
much lower systematic uncertainties. First of all, from CMB, it has
been possible to measure with great accuracy and precision the
baryon-to-photon number ratio ηB that, if assumed to be con-
stant between BBN and recombination time, allows to make ﬁrm
predictions on the Standard BBN (SBBN) values of the primordial
light element abundances to be compared with the measured val-
ues.
Moreover, from the observed acoustic peaks it is possible to
constrain the presence of DR at the recombination time, the hot
Dark Matter (DM) contribution, and even the primordial helium-4
abundance Yp . Recent data from CMB observations have hinted
to non-vanishing DR [12] and this has triggered quite an intense
investigation on the possible sources, ranging from sterile neutri-
nos [13,14] over modiﬁcations of the neutrino temperature [15] to
exotic relativistic species [16].
Non-standard effects from the decays of long-lived massive par-
ticles have been quite extensively investigated in general [17], in
the case of inert product particles [18], and in the case of elec-
tromagnetically interacting product particles, when they can alter
the primordial abundances after nucleosynthesis [10]. In this case
these have been advocated to reconcile a tension between the ob-
served lithium abundance that is about three times lower than the
value predicted by SBBN, the so-called lithium problem [19].
Returning to our scenario, this needs to be considered care-
fully since it could potentially produce non-standard effects in
a non-trivial way. For instance, the decay of a heavy thermally
produced particle species into a new weakly coupled lighter sta-
ble relic plus non-thermal neutrinos, after the freeze-out of the
neutron-to-proton abundance ratio and the neutrino decoupling,
could alter the lithium abundance without affecting signiﬁcantly
the helium abundance. Concerning the details of our scenario, it is
based on the particle physics model introduced in Ref. [20], where
two Majorana fermions χ1,2 with masses M2 > M1 are added to
the SM and both fermions can couple to the Z -boson, but only
with vertices suppressed by factors 1,2. However the cosmolog-
ical implications of this model that we consider here are com-
pletely new. In particular the possibility for DR has not previously
been considered, and the mechanism for WDM production here
is quite different from the previous case where the χ1 was pro-
duced in thermal equilibrium. In the present case, only the χ2
is produced in thermal equilibrium and decays with a lifetime τ
as χ2 → χ1 + f + f , where f is any SM fermion, which (de-
pending on the parameters) allows for either DR in χ1 and ν or
WDM in χ1. DR emerges if the light stable relic χ1 is much lighter
than χ2, while WDM is obtained by increasing the mass ratio to
O(0.1).
The plan of the Letter is the following. In Section 2 we discuss
the basic features of the model. In Section 3 we calculate the DR
contribution and show that this can explain the required value of
	Neff ≡ Neff −3.046 from the combination of Planck and HST data.
In Section 4 we discuss the alternative scenario where the model
provides an explanation for DM while the amount of DR would be
negligible. In Section 5 we discuss how, in both cases, the lithium
problem can be addressed, though for different ranges of values of
the mass of the decaying particle. Finally, in Section 6, we draw
the conclusions. In Appendix A we provide some technical details
on the decay rate.2. The model
Our setting extends the considerations of Ref. [20]. We assume,
in addition to the SM, two Majorana fermions χ1,2 with masses
M1,2. These ﬁelds are mainly SM-singlets, but have interactions
with the Z -boson which are suppressed by factors 1,2 and δ. The
interaction Lagrangians are given by
• Z–χi–χi (i = 1,2):
Lii = g Zμ2i χ iγ μγ5χi, (3)
• Z–χ1–χ2:
L12 = g12δχ1γ μ(Aχ PL + Bχ P R)χ2 Zμ + h.c., (4)
(P R,L = (1± γ5)/2) with g  0.653 being the generic SU(2) gauge
coupling and where (Aχ , Bχ ), with A2χ + B2χ = 2, are constants
which parametrise the structure of the coupling. While at this
stage these Lagrangians are only a postulate, similar settings are
known to exist for example in the E6SSM [21] or in certain Left-
Right symmetric models [22].
The most important point is that such a setting admits a decay
χ2 → χ1 + Z∗ , Z∗ → f f , where f is any SM-fermion. As long as
the masses M1,2 are suitably chosen, this in effect amounts to a
transition χ2 → χ1 + f + f .2 Then, we can make the simple obser-
vation that this reaction in particular allows for a decay involving
light neutrinos
χ2 → χ1 + ν + ν, if M2 > M1. (5)
If we furthermore make the assumption that 2 is large enough to
keep χ2 in thermal equilibrium in the early Universe, while 1 is
suﬃciently small that this does not happen with χ1, we can have
the following phenomenologically interesting cases3:
1. Ordinary neutrinos and χ1’s as Dark Radiation:
In a certain parameter range we produce DR. Remarkably, a
non-negligible fraction of this DR consists of ordinary neutrinos,
which might have further interesting implications. In other
words, on top of the thermal neutrino component in the early
Universe, the decays produce also a non-thermal contribution,
similarly to a scenario discussed in [23].
2. χ1 as Warm Dark Matter:
When a suﬃciently large abundance of χ2-particles freezes
out, they will all decay and each decay produces exactly
one χ1. For the right combination of masses and couplings,
χ1 could play the role of WDM if it is not too hot.
We will now analyse both situations from a phenomenologi-
cal point of view. It will turn out that indeed both points can be
fulﬁlled in certain regions of the parameter space, however, they
do not work out simultaneously. In other words, in the parameter
regions where we obtain the correct WDM abundance we have
practically no DR, and in the regions where we get reasonable
amounts of DR the χ1’s also contribute to DR but not to WDM.
2 As illustrated in Ref. [20], the other possible mode χ2 → χ1W+W− does not
make much of a difference, since it is either kinematically forbidden or just a small
perturbation. The mode χ2 → 3χ1 is even further suppressed. For simplicity, we
neglect both of them.
3 Note that in the general setting presented here, there is no motivation for 1 to
be small other than to lead to DR. However, in Ref. [20] some more concrete real-
isations of our setting are discussed, which do involve motivations for a small 1.
Alternatively, one can take the viewpoint that different parameter regions of the
model simply lead to different interesting phenomenologies, which is another good
motivation to explore them.
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In this section we calculate 	Neff, deﬁned as the value at re-
combination, within our model, to be compared with the value in
Eq. (2), found by combining Planck data with the Hubble constant
measurements.
The total energy density ρR in the radiation component re-
ceives a contribution from standard particles and from the χ1’s.
In our case, if we restrict ourselves to the case where the helium
abundance is standard, corresponding to setting τ to values much
longer than the neutron-to-proton number ratio freeze-out time
tfr ∼ 1 s, the neutrino contribution can be unambiguously split
into a standard thermal component ρthν and into a non-thermal
component ρnthν resulting from the χ2 decays. The χ2’s are non-
relativistic at the time of their decays and they have completely
disappeared at the recombination time trec. Therefore, the radia-
tion contribution can be written as
ρR(T ) = gR(T )π
2
30
T 4, (6)
where the number of radiative degrees of freedom can be ex-
pressed as the sum of a SM component and of a non-standard
component given by the non-thermal neutrinos and by the χ1
contribution so that gR(T ) = gSMR (T ) + gnthν (T ) + gχ1(T ). The SM
contribution is
gSMR (T ) = 2+
7
8
[
ge±(T ) + 2
(
Tν
T
)4
NSMeff (T )
]
. (7)
At temperatures T  me the contribution from e± vanishes, the
neutrino-to-photon temperature ratio saturates to its asymptoti-
cal value Tν/T = (4/11)1/3  0.715, and the effective number of
neutrino species freezes to the value NSMeff  3.046, differing from
3 since the thermal neutrino component is actually very slightly
heated by e± annihilations.
The non-standard component can be analogously parametrised
in terms of the extra number of effective neutrino species
	Neff(T me) =
[
gnthν (T ) + gχ1(T )
]4
7
(
11
4
) 4
3
= 120
7π2
(
11
4
) 4
3 ρDR(T )
T 4
, (8)
where we deﬁned ρDR ≡ ρχ1 + ρnthν . The energy densities of the
non-thermal neutrino and χ1 components obey very simple ﬂuid
equations,
d(ρnthν R
3)
dt
= bν
τ
(
ρχ2 R
3)− (ρnthν R3)H (9)
and
d(ρχ1 R
3)
dt
= bχ1
τ
(
ρχ2 R
3)− (ρχ1 R3)H, (10)
where bν = 2BRν /3 and bχ1 = 1/3 are, respectively, the averaged
fractions of energy into neutrinos and χ1 and BRν is the branching
ratio of χ2 decays into neutrinos.
Notice that we are assuming M2  M1 so that the χ1 can be
treated as ultrarelativistic at the production. However, in order for
the DR contribution not to be negligible, the χ1 have to be nec-
essarily ultrarelativistic not only at the production but even until
recombination since otherwise they would over-contribute to theDM energy density.4 For this reason the χ1’s contribute to 	Neff
until recombination.
Assuming radiation dominance until equality,5 a solution of the
differential equations is quite straightforwardly found,
ρDRR
3 = bDRmχ2N fχ2
t∫
0
dt′ e
− t′τ
τ
a(t′)
a(t)
= bDRM2N fχ2
√
τ
t
√
π
2
ξ(t), (11)
having deﬁned bDR ≡ bν + bχ1 and introduced
ξ(t) ≡ erf
(√
t
τ
)
− 2√
π
√
t
τ
e−t/τ , (12)
where the error function is deﬁned as erf(x) = (2/√π ) ∫ x0 e−z2 dz,
such that simply ξ(t)
tτ−→ 1. From Eq. (8) we can then calculate
	Neff(t)  ζ(3)45
√
2
7π7/2
(
8π3
90
) 1
4
×
(
11
4
)4/3
d(t)gχ2 g
1/4
R bDRM2N
f
χ2
√
τ
MPl
ξ(t)
 0.47gχ2d(t)bDR
M2N fχ2
MeV
√
τ
1 s
ξ(t), (13)
where gχ2 = 2 is the spin degeneracy of χ2 and where we in-
troduced the dilution factor d(t) ≡ N fγ /Nγ (t) and the χ2 relic
abundance N fχ2 that got frozen at some freeze-out time tf . No-
tice that in the numerical expression we have approximated g1/4R 
(gSMR )
1/4, neglecting a small correction ( 2%) from the DR itself.
We have also used a normalisation of the portion of co-moving
volume R3 such that the abundance of χ2 in ultrarelativistic ther-
mal equilibrium is just 1 (i.e. Neqχ2(T  M2) = 1).
The asymptotic value of Eq. (13) is then simply obtained by
taking ξ = 1 so that6
	Neff(t  τ )  	Neff  0.47gχ2d0bDR
M2N fχ2
MeV
√
τ
1 s
. (15)
In Fig. 1 we show both the total contribution 	Neff to DR (left
panel) and just the neutrino contribution (bν/bDR)	Neff (right
panel), for different values of the mass M2 as functions of 2.
4 This can be seen in a qualitative way imposing that the average momentum of
χ1’s at teq (the matter–radiation equality time) peq  M1, leading to the condition
M1/M2  10−6√τ/s.
5 Note that, in the region where we obtain a suitable value of 	Neff , χ2 can
however never dominate the energy density of the Universe, as otherwise it would
produce by far too much DR.
6 This equation agrees with the result obtained in Ref. [24] for decays just into
inert particles, which would be formally recovered setting bDR = 1 and taking into
account that in our normalisation
N fχ2 =
Y fχ2
d0
gS0
gχ2
8π4
135ζ(3)
(14)
where Y fχ2 ≡ nχ2/s, s is the entropy density, gS0  3.91 is the entropy number of
degrees of freedom at the present time, and d0 is the dilution factor at the present
time. Notice that our model does also include this (more traditional) scenario that
would be recovered for lifetimes τ  tνdec  tfr , where tνdec is the time when stan-
dard neutrinos decouple. In this case one would then have simply ρnthν = 0. For
lifetimes τ ∼ tνdec, tfr neutrinos would be in the decoupling stage and, therefore,
this range would require a more complicated kinetic analysis both for the calcula-
tion of the contribution to 	Neff from non-thermal neutrinos and, as we will point
out in Section 5, also for the primordial helium abundance.
80 P. Di Bari et al. / Physics Letters B 724 (2013) 77–83Fig. 1. Dark Radiation from χ2 → χ1 + f + f at recombination time trec for a lifetime τ = 10 s. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure, the reader is
referred to the web version of this Letter.)In the plots, we have 1 < 10−4, such that χ1 never enters ther-
mal equilibrium and is only produced by χ2-decays. We have also
chosen τ = 10 sec for the plots, which can always be achieved by
varying the remaining parameter δ, cf. Appendix A for more de-
tails.
The blue/light gray regions mark the 1σ regions from the
Planck plus other CMB data (dashed horizontal lines), as well as the
corresponding regions when the H0-measurements are also taken
into account (solid horizontal lines), cf. Ref. [1]. The dark gray re-
gion on the right is excluded by the invisible decay width of the
Z -boson, which constrains 2 to be smaller than about 0.23 for
1  2, in case that M2 < MZ/2 [20]. As can be seen, for large
enough masses M2 we can always ﬁnd a region of 2 where we
have a signiﬁcant amount of DR while still satisfying the bounds.
This contribution becomes large for small enough 2, since this re-
gion corresponds to a very early freeze-out of χ2 and hence to an
unsuppressed abundance.
Fig. 1 might suggest a laboratory detection of the additional
amount of ordinary neutrinos via neutrino capture on tritium or
rhenium [25] or via (potentially resonantly assisted) modiﬁed elec-
tron capture on holmium [26,27]. Unfortunately, the rates turn out
to be very small, due to the additional neutrino component in spite
of the higher energy still being much less than the ordinary cos-
mic neutrino background. Even resonance enhancements [26] are
not powerful enough to alter this conclusion.
4. Stable relic as Warm Dark Matter
In Ref. [20] it was shown that a thermal production of stable
χ1’s would typically overclose the Universe for small masses M1,
but this can be cured by entropy production from χ2 decays to
yield the keVin/GeVin scenario for DM. We take a different route
here by assuming that 1 is small enough (< 10−4) to prevent
χ1 from ever being in thermal equilibrium. We assume that the
χ1’s are entirely produced from χ2 decays, so that we have a new
way to produce a suitable DM candidate. Similar settings can be
found in the literature, see e.g. Ref. [28]. Since our scenario is more
constrained than some of them, we have an important bound orig-
inating from the invisible Z -boson decay.
As had been shown in Ref. [20], one can thermally produce a
non-relativistic abundance of χ2.7 The χ2 abundance is, as for a
generic non-relativistic species, proportional to the mass M2. How-
ever, χ2 is unstable and decays with a lifetime τ  tfr . Since each
χ2 decay produces exactly one χ1, this allows to simply translate
7 In principle, χ2 could also be relativistic at the production, but this would im-
pose further complications and most probably not improve the result, since very
hot particles would be produced.the χ2 abundance into the abundance of the DM candidate χ1 (at
the present time):
ΩDMh
2 = Ωχ1h2 =
M1
M2
Ωχ2h
2, (16)
where Ωχ2h
2 is the ﬁnal abundance of χ2 if it was the DM. By
Eq. (16), we can always correct an overabundance in χ2 such that
the ﬁnal DM abundance in χ1 hits the observed value, ΩDMh2 =
0.1196± 0.0031 [1].
Note that χ1 is produced in the early Universe at times t ∼ τ ,
but the expansion redshifts its momentum and, for this reason,
even if it is ultra-relativistic at the production, it can still be
slowed down by the cosmic expansion and be a viable DM can-
didate. We take this into account by calculating the free-streaming
scale of χ1. This calculation can be found in textbooks (see, e.g.,
Ref. [29]), and it amounts to calculating the mean distance which
the particle would travel if it was not trapped gravitationally. Tech-
nically, one has to evaluate:
λFS(t) =
t∫
τ
dt
v(t)
a(t)
, (17)
where v(t) is the velocity of χ1 and a(t) is the scale factor. Us-
ing elementary kinematics and the approximation of radiation-
domination until equality, we obtain
λFS(t)  0.1 Mpc
√
τ
10 s
(
M2/M1
102
)
ln(
√
A + √1+ A ), (18)
where
A  0.181× 108
(
M2/M1
102
)−2(
τ
10 s
)−1
. (19)
In order for the smallest structures in the Universe not to be
erased, we need λFS  0.1 Mpc [30], and hence we must be in
the region
M1
M2
 10−2
√
τ
10 s
(20)
(of course M1/M2 < 1). A free-streaming scale of ∼ 0.1 Mpc cor-
responds to WDM, while values much below would correspond to
cold DM. Therefore, for minimum values τ ∼ 10 s one has already
a marginal allowed region for cold DM (M1/M2  0.1), that tends
to disappear for longer lifetimes. For this reason in this setup DM
is typically warm rather than cold.8
8 Notice, however, that in the case τ  10 s, that we are not considering (cf.
footnote 2), the cold DM region would become less marginal.
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decay of all χ2’s (with τ = 10 s), displayed for different masses M2 as functions of
the suppression parameter 2. The invisible Z -decay width requires 2  0.23 for
M2 < MZ /2. Note that we get warm DM in the marked region, while CDM is only
marginally possible due to 2  1.
We have calculated the abundance of χ2 along the lines of
Ref. [20], but with a more precise version of the decay width, cf.
Appendix A. The results can be seen in Fig. 2, where we have plot-
ted the lines of correct abundance for different values of M2 as
functions of the suppression parameter 2. Indeed, we are hit by
the bound from Z -decay such that both M2 and M1 must be rela-
tively large, which is very different from the scenario presented in
Ref. [20]. A particularly interesting point is that even a relatively
heavy χ1 of 100 GeV, or so, could be a warm species produced at
temperatures around 1 MeV. The intuitive reason is that the en-
ergy that it obtains was in some sense “stored” at a relatively low
temperature inside the non-relativistic χ2’s before they started de-
caying. Of course notice that the χ2’s do nevertheless decay much
before matter–radiation equality and, therefore, they do not act as
an additional DM component.
At this stage one could wonder whether the DM solution is
compatible with having a sizable DR contribution (calculated in the
previous section), certainly an intriguing possibility. In this case
the χ1’s would be already non-relativistic before matter–radiation
equality and, therefore, only non-thermal neutrinos would con-
tribute to DR. Unfortunately, as already anticipated at the end of
Section 2, the model cannot lead to a sizable amount of DR in the
same region of parameter space where one has the correct λFS,
the region marked in pink/light gray in Fig. 2. This is easy to un-
derstand: a large value of 2 keeps the χ2’s in equilibrium for a
long time, such that their freeze-out abundance N fχ2 is suppressed.
While they can nevertheless produce a signiﬁcant non-relativistic
energy density in χ1’s, due to the large mass M1, the mere amount
of neutrinos produced by the reaction quoted in Eq. (5) is not
enough to contribute signiﬁcantly to DR given the observed value
of ΩDMh2. This means that a sizable value of 	Neff ∼ O(0.1) is
incompatible with the DM solution.
This can be easily understood also on quantitative grounds. In-
deed if one plugs the DM condition Eq. (16) into Eq. (15), one ﬁnds
the following relation linking 	Neff to M1/M2,
	Neff ∼ 10−3ΩDMh
2
0.1
10−2
M1/M2
√
τ
10 s
. (21)
One can then immediately see that, in order for the condition
Eq. (20) to be satisﬁed, one needs 	Neff  0.001, saying that the
DM scenario predicts, within conceivable experimental precision, a
vanishing DR contribution.
Notice that there are two further restrictions on τ : (i) it cannot
be smaller than the time of the freeze-out of χ2 and also (ii) the
condition δ  1 enforces τ not to be smaller than a certain min-
imum value depending (mainly) on M2 (see Appendix A). Finally,on top of the further reaching cosmological aspects of our setting,
we would like to add that one could even think of discovering our
model at LHC, by directly producing χ2-pairs at high enough en-
ergies. We will postpone a more detailed investigation of all these
interesting aspects to future work.
5. Addressing the lithium problem
The observation of acoustic peaks in the power spectrum of the
CMB anisotropies gives a very precise measurement of the baryon-
to-photon number ratio ηCMBB = (6.030 ± 0.075) × 10−10 [1]. This
can be used to derive quite precise predictions of the primor-
dial nuclear abundances of light elements within SBBN. These can
then be compared with the observed ones in astronomical envi-
ronments.
The primordial nuclear abundances that can be used as cos-
mological probes are the helium-4 abundance Yp , the deuterium
abundance D/H and the lithium abundance Li/H [31]. In the ﬁrst
case, with an (careful and signiﬁcant) enlargement of the system-
atic uncertainties one ﬁnds, from clouds of ionised hydrogen (Hii
regions) in dwarf galaxies,
Yp = 0.249± 0.009 (95% C.L.), (22)
in agreement with the SBBN prediction [32]
Y SBBNp
(
ηCMBB
) 0.2466+ 0.01 log(η10/5)  0.2474, (23)
where η10 ≡ 1010ηB .
The primordial deuterium abundance, measured from high-
redshift, low metallicity quasar absorption systems, is found to be
(D/H) = (2.82± 0.21) × 10−5 (95% C.L.), (24)
also in agreement with the inferred SBBN value
(D/H)SBBN
(
ηCMBB
) 3.6× 10−5(η10/5)−1.6  2.7× 10−5. (25)
On the other hand, a stellar determination of the lithium abun-
dance gives (Li/H)p = (1.7 ± 0.06 ± 0.44) × 10−10, about twice
lower than the SBBN prediction (Li/H)SBBNp  (3–5) × 10−10, the
mentioned lithium problem that, barring still unknown conven-
tional astrophysics mechanisms, provides a potential evidence of
non-standard effects.
It has been shown [19] that the decays (into hadrons and/or
muons) of long-lived particles with a lifetime τ = O(104 s) and
abundances O(1)–O(100) times the baryon abundance, can reduce
the lithium abundance by O(1) factors, thus solving the lithium
problem, without spoiling at the same time the agreement of the
deuterium and helium abundances.
These features can be easily fulﬁlled by our χ2 decays. If we
impose the necessary conditions on the lifetime τ and on the relic
abundance N fχ2 , we can show that we obtain physical solutions
both in the DR and in the DM scenario.
Let us start with the DR scenario. First of all, the relic abun-
dance N fχ2 is related to the χ2-to-baryon number ratio ηχ2 ≡
nχ2/nB at τ ∼ 104 s by the relation N fχ2 ∼ 10−8ηχ2 . Therefore,
plugging this relation into Eq. (15) with τ ∼ 104 s and impos-
ing the Planck value 	Neff  0.5 (cf. Eq. (2)), one ﬁnds easily
M2 =O(10 GeV) −O(1 TeV).
Let us now consider the WDM scenario. Repeating the same
calculation with the condition 	Nν  0.001 found in the WDM
scenario, one obtains M2 =O(100 MeV)−O(1 GeV), having taken
into account that necessarily χ2 should be heavier than muons for
the solution of the lithium problem to be viable.
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dependent cosmological puzzles, respectively, either DR or WDM
and the lithium problem.
In the case of the DR scenario there is also another interest-
ing consideration to be done. For interesting values of the life-
time τ = O(104 s), the model still predicts a SBBN value of Yp
since 	Neff(tfr) would be still vanishing. Therefore, if future data
supported values 	Neff  0.5, then it would be interesting to be
able to test 	Neff(tfr)  0.5, since in this way the model could
be distinguished from a more traditional case where DR is gen-
erated prior to tfr and then constant. The SBBN primordial he-
lium abundance prediction would be modiﬁed by a quantity [32]
	Yp  0.0137	Neff(tfr). From Eq. (22) one then ﬁnds the bound
	Neff(tfr)  0.75, that is still currently not stringent enough to
provide an indication for such a scenario. It is interesting that CMB
observations are also able to provide a measurement of Yp , though
currently the error is even larger than those from astronomical
data sets Eq. (22). If future measurements will be able to constraint
	Yp  0.006 this could provide then another interesting piece of
information.
Analogous considerations can be done for deuterium. In this
case this is sensitive to 	Neff(tnuc), where tnuc  365 s is the
time of nucleosynthesis. For life times τ ∼ O(104 s) one would
expect 	Neff(tnuc)  	Neff, though in this case one could have
some small contribution if τ ∼ O(103 s). Then a non-vanishing
	Neff(tnuc) would modify the SBBN into [32]
(D/H)  (D/H)SBBN(η)[1+ 0.135	Neff(tnuc)]0.8. (26)
Therefore, comparing the observed value Eq. (24) with the SBBN
prediction Eq. (25), one ﬁnds a constraint 	Neff(tnuc) 1.0 that is
also too large to draw a conclusion on a possible difference be-
tween 	Neff(tnuc) and 	Neff. However, a future improvement in
the determination of D/H might make that possible if at the same
time a non-vanishing 	Neff ∼ 0.5 should be established.
These considerations show how, in the case that future data
should give an evidence for a non-vanishing 	Neff ∼ 0.5, then
a combined analysis with light element primordial abundances
can potentially be used to highlight a dynamical evolution of DR
as predicted by our model.9 From this point of view the cur-
rent lithium problem would be interpreted as an effect of the
χ2-decays.
6. Conclusions
We have seen that while Planck results support the standard
CDM model, they still allow for an amount of DR correspond-
ing to about half an extra neutrino species, even favoured if data
from astrophysical data sets (e.g. the HST) are taken into account.
In particular, one could argue in support of cosmological non-
standard effects that seem to require a dynamical mechanism for
the production of Dark Radiation at times after the freeze-out of
the neutron-to-proton number ratio.
Motivated by this situation, we have proposed a scenario for
obtaining a fractional “effective neutrino species” from a thermally
produced particle which decays, much after neutrino decoupling,
into a much lighter stable relic plus a non-thermal active neutrino
component.
Our scenario is based on two Majorana fermions, the heavier
of which can decay into the lighter one plus a pair of ordinary
fermions. If the lifetime is much longer than the neutrino decou-
pling time, the DR consists of two components, the lighter Ma-
9 This possibility was already pointed out and explored in earlier works, such as
in [32] and in some of the papers in [16].jorana fermion and a non-thermal ordinary neutrino component
and there would be an interesting, potentially testable, dynamical
evolution of DR, with different values of 	Neff(t) at the different
observationally relevant times. For this reason we have limited our
analysis to this range of lifetimes (τ  1 s).
We found that a sizable amount of DR, within the reach of fu-
ture experimental investigations, is produced when the stable relic
is orders of magnitude lighter than the decaying particles. On the
other hand, by increasing the mass ratio M1/M2 to O(0.1), the
stable relic no longer acts as Dark Radiation but instead becomes a
candidate for WDM. In this way we obtained two mutually ex-
clusive scenarios, one predicting a sizable amount DR and one
explaining DM.
Interestingly both scenarios, for τ ∼ O(104 s), are compatible
with a solution of the lithium problem due to a partial disintegra-
tion of the synthesised value operated by the decay products if the
mass of the decaying thermal relic particle is within the interesting
range M2 =O(100 MeV)−O(1 TeV). Hence in both cases it is po-
tentially possible to resolve the lithium problem. In the case of DR,
this would also predict a SBBN and close-to-standard value respec-
tively for the primordial helium and deuterium abundances (i.e.
vanishing 	Neff(t) at tfr and 	Neff(t) smaller than 	Neff at tnuc).
In conclusion, we have seen that a relatively minimal extension
of the Standard Model of particle physics is capable of predicting a
few new signals in cosmology beyond the standard CDM model.
The proposed scenario seems to provide quite a ﬂexible framework
which could account for either DR or WDM. In the light of the ﬁrst
cosmological Planck data we have seen that there is a hint for DR
and it is possible that a positive signal could be observed in future
results. We eagerly look forward to the next results from Planck in
the new era of precision cosmology in which scenarios such as the
one presented here will be fully tested.
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Appendix A. Decay width for χ2 → χ1 + ν + ν
The decay width looks easiest for the case of the ﬁnal state
fermion f being a neutrino, since then it is effectively massless.
From Eq. (4), one can derive10
Γ (χ2 → χ1νν) = g
4(12δ)
2M1
27π3M22
· A2ν · [2Fχ I˜5 − Hχ I˜3], (A.1)
where I˜5 ≡
∫ M2
t=0 dt g(M2,M1,0, t) · t2
√
1+ Φ(M2,M1,t)
4M22M
2
1
, and I˜3 ≡∫ M2
t=0 dt g(M2,M1,0, t) · 12 t2. Furthermore, we have deﬁned Aν =
gνV +gνA
2cW
, Fχ = A2χ + B2χ , and Hχ = 2Aχ Bχ , for an interaction La-
grangian L = gξ˜χ1γ μ(Aχ PL + Bχ P R)χ2 Zμ + h.c. Finally, the in-
tegrand functions g(M2,M1,m f , t) and Φ(M2,M1, t) are deﬁned
as
10 For other SM fermions f with mass m f > 0 the expression looks more compli-
cated.
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√
t2 − 4m2f
√
Φ
(t2 − M2Z )2 + Γ 2Z M2Z
,
Φ ≡ [M22 − (t − M1)2][M22 − (t + M1)2]. (A.2)
These are the expressions we have used to obtain our numerical
results.
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